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Experts consider whether American primacy will endure or if the future holds a multipolar world of several great powers. The unprecedented
military, economic, and political power of the United States has led some observers to declare that we live in a unipolar world in which
America enjoys primacy or even hegemony. At the same time public opinion polls abroad reveal high levels of anti-Americanism, and many
foreign governments criticize U.S. policies. Primacy and Its Discontents explores the sources of American primacy, including the uses of U.S.
military power, and the likely duration of unipolarity. It offers theoretical arguments for why the rest of the world will—or will not—align against
the United States. Several chapters argue that the United States is not immune to the long-standing tendency of states to balance against
power, while others contend that wise U.S. policies, the growing role of international institutions, and the spread of liberal democracy can limit
anti-American balancing. The final chapters debate whether countries are already engaging in "soft balancing" against the United States. The
contributors offer alternative prescriptions for U.S. foreign policy, ranging from vigorous efforts to maintain American primacy to acceptance of
a multipolar world of several great powers. Contributors Gerard Alexander, Stephen Brooks, John G. Ikenberry, Christopher Layne, Keir
Lieber, John Owen IV, Robert Pape, T. V. Paul, Barry Posen, Kenneth Waltz, William Wohlforth
The end of the Cold War profoundly affected Middle Eastern politics. In "Unipolarity and the Middle East," a neorealist model for unipolarity is
put forward in order to explain the effects of the end of the Cold War as well as the subsequent international dynamics. The new international
dynamics are analyzed as "unipolar" and the theoretical model conceptualizes these dynamics and their implications for international politics.
The model is applied to Middle Eastern politics from 1989 to 1996, examining the series of international political events which took place
during this period. Besides launching the first model of unipolarity, the book thus provides both a survey and an explanation of the changes in
the Middle East since 1989, and the emergence of the new, unipolar world order.
Covering 1816–2016, this book deals extensively with the international system as well as the territorial outcomes of several key wars that
were waged during that time period, providing an instructive lesson in diplomatic history and international relations among global powers. •
Presents an innovative theory of war that covers the major superpower conflicts of the past 200 years • Provides the tools necessary to
understanding current events and shows how they are relevant to the future of international relations • Emphasizes the competitive aspects
and conflicts of international politics • Answers the key question of why certain time periods are more prone to war than others • Explains
why certain superpower wars end with territorial expansion whereas other end in the contraction or maintaining of territorial status
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States has enjoyed unparalleled military power. The international system is therefore
unipolar. A quarter of a century later, however, we still possess no theory of unipolarity. Theory of Unipolar Politics provides one. Dr Nuno P.
Monteiro answers three of the most important questions about the workings of a unipolar world. Is it durable? Is it peaceful? What is the best
grand strategy a unipolar power such as the contemporary United States can implement? In our nuclear world, the power preponderance of
the United States is potentially durable but likely to produce frequent conflict. Furthermore, in order to maintain its power preponderance, the
United States must remain militarily engaged in the world and accommodate the economic growth of its major competitors, namely, China.
This strategy, however, will lead Washington to wage war frequently. In sum, military power preponderance brings significant benefits but is
not an unalloyed good.
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Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the international system has been unipolar, centered on the United States. But the rise of China
foreshadows a change in the distribution of power. Øystein Tunsjø shows that the international system is moving toward a U.S.-China
standoff, bringing us back to bipolarity—a system in which no third power can challenge the top two. The Return of Bipolarity in World Politics
surveys the new era of superpowers to argue that the combined effects of the narrowing power gap between China and the United States
and the widening power gap between China and any third-ranking power portend a new bipolar system that will differ in crucial ways from that
of the last century. Tunsjø expands Kenneth N. Waltz’s structural-realist theory to examine the new bipolarity within the context of
geopolitics, which he calls “geostructural realism.” He considers how a new bipolar system will affect balancing and stability in U.S.-China
relations, predicting that the new bipolarity will not be as prone to arms races as the previous era’s; that the risk of limited war between the
two superpowers is likely to be higher in the coming bipolarity, especially since the two powers are primarily rivals at sea rather than on land;
and that the superpowers are likely to be preoccupied with rivalry and conflict in East Asia instead of globally. Tunsjø presents a major
challenge to how international relations understands superpowers in the twenty-first century.
Don't wait another day to live the life you deserve! Instead, get it done while you're depressed. Many people experience the hardships of
depression and tend to struggle with productivity. This self-help book offers you 50 strategies to break the cycle of unproductivity and live the
life you want to live. Join us in learning how to overcome depression symptoms and take back your livelihood. When facing depression daily,
it can be tough to do day to day tasks without it seeming like a giant chore. You won't be able to change this by choosing to feel better but
rather by implementing strategies to create a daily structure. Inside the pages of this self-help book from DK Books, you will learn: How to
create creativity How to wait until your work is complete before you judge it How to think like an athlete How to know when your brain is lying
to you and so many more strategies for keeping your life on trackThis insightful book provides strategies to keep your life on track. These
strategies are easy to follow and practical for anyone trying to live a more productive life. Our second edition even includes strategies on how
to manage social media during depressive outbursts. Additionally, it has scripts on how to communicate with people in your life about your
depression. Don't let depression limit what you're capable of achieving. It's time to be proud of yourself and your abilities by getting things
done while you are depressed.
About national and international power in the "modern" or Post Renaissance period. Explains how the various powers have risen and fallen
over the 5 centuries since the formation of the "new monarchies" in W. Europe.
The strategies and practical approaches for socio-economic development are undergoing systemic changes under the influence of new
developments in global economic systems and markets. The most significant factors influencing such changes are connected to the start of
the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0), which is impacting all economic systems to a greater or lesser extent. The creation of the
digital economy and transition to Industry 4.0 particularly increases the significance of hi-tech for socio-economic development. Secondly,
there is now a transition underway from a period of unlimited globalization and comprehensive integration to more limited globalization and
selective economic integration. The growing importance of regionalization on the global economic system is manifested in the formation and
rapid development of new integration unions at the regional or country level (e.g., the EU and the EAEU), and company level (e.g., regional
sectoral economic clusters, special economic areas, technological parks, and innovative networks). Thirdly, there’s an urgent need for faster
innovation, which leads to the formation of more innovative economies. The global financial crisis drew attention to the problems of managing
sustainability and achieving balance in socio-economic development. The formation and exponential growth of the information society, based
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on digital technologies, is now stimulating the growth and significance of corporate social and environmental responsibility as a prerequisite
for entrepreneurial success. Thus, the paradigm of socio-economic development is changing from absolute rationality (economic
effectiveness) and stability – which has historically been associated with problems of stagnation – to responsibility (limited and sociallyoriented rationality) and dynamism (quick innovative development based on leading technologies). This book aims to provide a scientific
substantiation for this new paradigm.
Power has been compared to the weather: people discuss it all the time, but very few really understand it. This book seeks to demystify this
complex concept by providing students with an incisive and engaging introduction to the shifting configurations of power in the contemporary
global order. Drawing on the work of leading international relations scholars, philosophers and sociologists, the analysis goes beyond
simplistic views of power as material capability, focusing also on its neglected social dimensions. These are developed and explored through
a detailed examination of the changing international role, status and capacities of the United States, Russia and China since the end of the
Cold War. Far from achieving multipolarity, the book concludes that the contemporary world remains essentially unipolar; America having
moved to correct the mistakes of George W. Bush's first term in office, while China and Russia have, in different ways, limited their own
abilities to challenge American primacy. This book will be essential reading for students of international relations and politics, as well as
anyone with an interest in the shifting balance of power in the global system.
This readable and cogent book provides a much-needed overview of the information revolution in a global context. First tracing the historical
evolution of communications since the development of the printing press, Elizabeth C. Hanson then explores the profound ways that new
information and communication technologies are transforming international relations. More people have access to more diverse sources of
information than ever before, as well as a greater capacity to influence national and international agendas. More transcontinental channels of
contact are available to more people in the world at far less cost than ever before in history. Hanson illustrates how these dramatic changes
have raised a set of key questions: What is the impact of the information revolution on diplomacy, foreign policymaking, and the conduct of
war? How are these new technologies affecting the structure of the global economy and the distribution of the world's wealth? How and to
what extent are they affecting the nation-state-its centrality in the international system, its sovereignty, and its relationship to its citizens? In
answering these questions, Hanson considers the controversies over the present and future impact of a radically new information and
communications environment as part of larger debates over globalization and the role of technology in historical change. Her carefully chosen
case studies and judicious use of relevant research provide a firm basis for readers to evaluate competing arguments on this contentious
issue.
How psychology explains why a leader is willing to use military force to protect or salvage reputation In Who Fights for Reputation, Keren
Yarhi-Milo provides an original framework, based on insights from psychology, to explain why some political leaders are more willing to use
military force to defend their reputation than others. Rather than focusing on a leader's background, beliefs, bargaining skills, or biases, YarhiMilo draws a systematic link between a trait called self-monitoring and foreign policy behavior. She examines self-monitoring among national
leaders and advisers and shows that while high self-monitors modify their behavior strategically to cultivate image-enhancing status, low selfmonitors are less likely to change their behavior in response to reputation concerns. Exploring self-monitoring through case studies of foreign
policy crises during the terms of U.S. presidents Carter, Reagan, and Clinton, Yarhi-Milo disproves the notion that hawks are always more
likely than doves to fight for reputation. Instead, Yarhi-Milo demonstrates that a decision maker's propensity for impression management is
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directly associated with the use of force to restore a reputation for resolve on the international stage. Who Fights for Reputation offers a brandnew understanding of the pivotal influence that psychological factors have on political leadership, military engagement, and the protection of
public prestige.
Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End of History and the Last Man has provoked controversy and debate. Francis Fukuyama's
prescient analysis of religious fundamentalism, politics, scientific progress, ethical codes, and war is as essential for a world fighting
fundamentalist terrorists as it was for the end of the Cold War. Now updated with a new afterword, The End of History and the Last Man is a
modern classic.
Turkey is a rising regional and global power facing, as is the United States, the challenges of political transitions in the Middle East,
bloodshed in Syria, and Iran's pursuit of nuclear weapons. As a result, it is incumbent upon the leaders of the United States and Turkey to
define a new partnership "in order to make a strategic relationship a reality," says a new Council on Foreign Relations (CFR)-sponsored
Independent Task Force.
These Guidelines represent the first attempt to provide international recommendations on collecting, publishing, and analysing subjective wellbeing data.
This book discusses the rise of polarity as a key concept in International Relations Theory. Since the end of the Cold War, until at least the
end of 2010, there has been a wide consensus shared by American academics, political commentators and policy makers: the world was
unipolar and would remain so for some time. By contrast, outside the US, a multipolar interpretation prevailed. This volume explores this
contradiction and questions the Neorealist claim that polarity is the central structuring element of the international system. Here, the author
analyses different historic eras through a polarity lens, compares the way polarity is used in the French and US public discourses, and
through careful examination, reaches the conclusion that polarity terminology as a theoretical concept is highly influenced by the Cold War
context in which it emerged. This volume is an important resource for students and researchers with a critical approach to Neorealism, and to
those interested in the defining shifts the world went through during the last twenty five years.
In Dance of the Trillions, David Lubin tells the story of what makes money flow from high-income countries to lower-income ones; what makes
it flow out again; and how developing countries have sought protection against the volatility of international capital flows. The book traces an
arc from the 1970s, when developing countries first gained access to international financial markets, to the present day. Underlying this story
is a discussion of how the relationship between developing countries and global finance appears to be moving from one governed by the
“Washington Consensus” to one more likely to be shaped by Beijing.

First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Presents a challenge to international relations scholars to think globally, understanding the field's development in the
Global South alongside the traditionally dominant Western approach.
Introduction -- Unipolarity and the system -- Unipolarity and nuclear weapons -- Unipolarity and perception -- Identifying
the enemy image -- Unipolarity and strategy -- Unipolarity and grand strategy -- Unipolarity and its conclusion
The war in Georgia. Tensions with Ukraine and other nearby countries. Moscow's bid to consolidate its "zone of
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privileged interests" among the Commonwealth of Independent States. These volatile situations all raise questions about
the nature of and prospects for Russia's relations with its neighbors. In this book, Carnegie scholar Dmitri Trenin argues
that Moscow needs to drop the notion of creating an exclusive power center out of the post-Soviet space. Like other
former European empires, Russia will need to reinvent itself as a global player and as part of a wider community. Trenin's
vision of Russia is an open Euro-Pacific country that is savvy in its use of soft power and fully reconciled with its former
borderlands and dependents. He acknowledges that this scenario may sound too optimistic but warns that the alternative
is not a new version of the historic empire but instead is the ultimate marginalization of Russia.
Brings together leading scholars to analyse the central issues of power, order, and change in world politics.
In this first collection of interviews since the bestselling 9-11, our foremost intellectual activist examines crucial new
questions of U.S. foreign policy Timely, urgent, and powerfully elucidating, this important volume of previously
unpublished interviews conducted by award-winning radio journalist David Barsamian features Noam Chomsky
discussing America's policies in an increasingly unstable world. With his famous insight, lucidity, and redoubtable grasp
of history, Chomsky offers his views on the invasion and occupation of Iraq, the doctrine of "preemptive" strikes against
so-called rogue states, and the prospects of the second Bush administration, warning of the growing threat to
international peace posed by the U.S. drive for domination. In his inimitable style, Chomsky also dissects the propaganda
system that fabricates a mythic past and airbrushes inconvenient facts out of history. Barsamian, recipient of the ACLU's
Upton Sinclair Award for independent journalism, has conducted more interviews and radio broadcasts with Chomsky
than has any other journalist. Enriched by their unique rapport, Imperial Ambitions explores topics Chomsky has never
before discussed, among them the 2004 presidential campaign and election, the future of Social Security, and the
increasing threat, including devastating weather patterns, of global warming. The result is an illuminating dialogue with
one of the leading thinkers of our time—and a startling picture of the turbulent times in which we live.
The issues that increasingly dominate the 21st century cannot be solved by any single country acting alone, no matter
how powerful. To manage the global economy, prevent runaway environmental destruction, reign in nuclear proliferation,
or confront other global challenges, we must cooperate. But at the same time, our tools for global policymaking - chiefly
state-to-state negotiations over treaties and international institutions - have broken down. The result is gridlock, which
manifests across areas via a number of common mechanisms. The rise of new powers representing a more diverse array
of interests makes agreement more difficult. The problems themselves have also grown harder as global policy issues
penetrate ever more deeply into core domestic concerns. Existing institutions, created for a different world, also lock-in
pathological decision-making procedures and render the field ever more complex. All of these processes - in part a
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function of previous, successful efforts at cooperation - have led global cooperation to fail us even as we need it most.
Ranging over the main areas of global concern, from security to the global economy and the environment, this book
examines these mechanisms of gridlock and pathways beyond them. It is written in a highly accessible way, making it
relevant not only to students of politics and international relations but also to a wider general readership.
This important collection of classic articles and papers presents a variety of perspectives on key topics in international
security and conflict. These include how the structure of the international system constrains nations’ choices, how
domestic politics may affect decisions on war and peace, how individual and small group behaviour can affect foreign
policy, and how international organizations can affect the security of states and peoples. Some of the selections are
classics, but most represent recent research and analysis. They draw on international scholars working from different
kinds of theories (realist, liberal-institutionalist and constructivist) and research methods to ask why nation-states may
fight violently or stay at peace.
This book examines the foundations of Chinas grand strategy as it is critical to any assessment of current and future Chinese regional and
global strategic behavior, especially Beijings policies toward the USA. This eclectic study aims to analyze the Chinese and American current
flexible grand strategies, based on present complexity and disorder. It identifies the major building blocks of both strategies, their major
material, and ideational drivers and assesses how they might evolve in the future. Additionally, the author looks at Chinas relations with
important international players such as Russia, ASEAN, UN, EU, and BRICS. Nicolai Mladenov is Postdoctoral Researcher in the Department
of Political Science at Ghent University and a former senior diplomat at the Bulgarian Embassy in Brussels, Belgium.
This is the first book-length treatment of international politics in a unipolar world that adopts a structural realist perspective. It applies Waltz's
microeconomic analogy to a market with a price leader. It concludes that unipolarity is sustainable as long as the unipole distributes rewards
to other states.
Theory of Unipolar Politics studies the durability and peacefulness of the post-Cold War international system.
Contending perspectives on the future of US grand strategy. More than a decade has passed since the end of the Cold War, but the United
States has yet to reach a consensus on a coherent approach to the international use of American power. The essays in this volume present
contending perspectives on the future of U.S. grand strategy. U.S. policy options include primacy, cooperative security, selective
engagement, and retrenchment. This revised edition includes additional and more recent analysis and advocacy of these options. The
volume includes the Clinton administration's National Security Strategy for a New Century, the most recent official statement of American
grand strategy, so readers can compare proposed strategies with the official U.S. government position.
To say that the world changed drastically on 9/11 has become a truism and even a cliché. But the incontestable fact is that a new era for both
the world and US foreign policy began on that infamous day and the ramifications for international politics have been monumental. In this
book, one of the leading thinkers in international relations, Robert Jervis, provides us with several snapshots of world politics over the past
few years. Jervis brings his acute analysis of international politics to bear on several recent developments that have transformed international
politics and American foreign policy including the War on Terrorism; the Bush Doctrine and its policies of preventive war and unilateral action;
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and the promotion of democracy in the Middle East (including the Iraq War) and around the world. Taken together, Jervis argues, these
policies constitute a blueprint for American hegemony, if not American empire. All of these events and policies have taken place against a
backdrop equally important, but less frequently discussed: the fact that most developed nations, states that have been bitter rivals, now
constitute a "security community" within which war is unthinkable. American Foreign Policy in a New Era is a must read for anyone interested
in understanding the policies and events that have shaped and are shaping US foreign policy in a rapidly changing and still very dangerous
world.
This volume analyzes the decisions that major powers have made since the Cold War to adapt to a rapidly changing economic and security
environment. The authors acknowledge that, while great power wars are now unlikely, positional conflicts over resources and markets still
remain.
The end of the Cold War and subsequent dissolution of the Soviet Union resulted in a new unipolar international system that presented fresh
challenges to international relations theory. Since the Enlightenment, scholars have speculated that patterns of cooperation and conflict might
be systematically related to the manner in which power is distributed among states. Most of what we know about this relationship, however, is
based on European experiences between the seventeenth and twentieth centuries, when five or more powerful states dominated international
relations, and the latter twentieth century, when two superpowers did so. Building on a highly successful special issue of the leading journal
World Politics, this book seeks to determine whether what we think we know about power and patterns of state behaviour applies to the
current 'unipolar' setting and, if not, how core theoretical propositions about interstate interactions need to be revised.
The volume deals with competition among regional and external players for the redistribution of power and international status in the Middle
East and North Africa, with a focus on Russia’s renewed role and the implications for US interests. Over the last few years, a crisis of
legitimacy has beset the liberal international order. In this context, the configuration of regional orders has come into question, as in the
extreme case of the current collapse in the Middle East. The idea of a “Russian resurgence” in the Middle East set against a perceived
American withdrawal has captured the attention of policymakers and scholars alike, warranting further examination. This volume, a joint
publication by ISPI and the Atlantic Council, gathers analysis on Washington’s and Moscow’s policy choices in the MENA region and
develops case studies of the two powers’ engagament in the countries beset by major crises.

One of the fundamental issues of international relations concerns whether, and under what conditions, stability prevails in anarchic
systems, these being systems in which all authority and institutional restraints to action are wholly endogenous. This book uses
the tools of game theory to develop a comprehensive theory of such systems and details both necessary and sufficient conditions
for stability. The authors first define two forms of stability: system and resource stability. International political systems are said to
be stable when no state confronts the possibility of a loss of sovereignty. Resource stability, in contrast, requires that the current
distribution of wealth and power among states can change only due to differences in the vitality of economies. The theory
developed in this book refines the classic balance-of-power theory and formally incorporates into that theory the consideration of
endogenous resource growth, preventive war, war costs and the imperatives of geography, revealing a fundamental conflict
between the concepts of 'balancers' and 'central powers'.
Since Gideon Rose's 1998 review article in the journal World Politics and especially following the release of Lobell, Ripsman, and
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Taliaferro's 2009 edited volume Neoclassical Realism, the State, and Foreign Policy, neoclassical realism has emerged as major
theoretical approach to the study of foreign policy on both sides of the Atlantic. Proponents of neoclassical realism claim that it is
the logical extension of the Kenneth Waltz's structural realism into the realm of foreign policy. In Neoclassical Realist Theory of
International Relations, Norrin M. Ripsman, Jeffrey W. Taliaferro, and Steven E. Lobell argue that neoclassical realism is far more
than an extension of Waltz's structural realism or an effort to update the classical realism of Hans Morgenthau, E.H. Carr, and
Henry Kissinger with the language of modern social science. Rejecting the artificial distinction that Waltz draws between theories
of international politics and theories of foreign policy, the authors contend neoclassical realism can explain and predict phenomena
ranging from short-term crisis-behavior, to foreign policy, to patterns of grand strategic adjustment by individual states up to longterm patterns of international outcomes. It is, therefore, a more powerful theory of international politics than structural realism. Yet
it is also a more intuitively satisfying approach than liberal Innenpolitik theories or constructivism. The authors detail the variables
and assumptions of neoclassical realist theory, address various aspects of theory construction and methodology, lay out the areas
of convergence and sharp disagreement with other leading theoretical approaches -- liberalism, constructivism, analytic
eclecticism, and foreign policy analysis (FPA) --- and demonstrate how neoclassical realist theory can be used to resolve
longstanding puzzles and debates in international relations theory.
This major global history of the twentieth century is written by four prominent international historians for first-year undergraduate
level and upward. Using their thematic and regional expertise, the authors cover events in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa
and the Americas from the last century and beyond. Among the areas this book covers are: the decline of European hegemony
over the international order; the diffusion of power to the two superpowers; the rise of newly independent states in Asia and Africa;
and, the course and consequences of the major global conflicts of the twentieth century. This second edition is thoroughly
updated, and includes extended coverage of European integration, the rise of supra-governmental organizations, and the 'global
War on Terror'.
The collapse of the Soviet Union drastically changed international political relationships that had been stable since World War II.
With Moscow's fall from superpower status the bipolar structure, which had shaped the security policies of the major powers for
nearly half a century, vanished. The United States now enjoys a margin of superiority over the next most powerful state and,
indeed, all other great powers combined. In fact, the United States is the first state in modern history to have a decisive
preponderance regarding all underlying components of power. US unipolarity is likely to produce peace and minimize competition
among the other great powers regarding security, as Washington has the means and intention to maintain stability. Observers
anticipate that the US as the hegemon in a unipolar system will dominate it for a long time if it uses its power wisely. According to
them, Japan, China, Germany and Russia have little chance of emerging as challengers.
Rekindling the Strong State in Russia and China offers a thorough analysis of the profound regeneration of the State and its
external projection in Russia and China. The book is an essential guide to understand the deep changes of these countries and
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their global aspirations.
This volume examines the origins and early years of the Cold War in the first comprehensive historical reexamination of the period.
A team of leading scholars shows how the conflict evolved from the geopolitical, ideological, economic and sociopolitical
environments of the two world wars and interwar period.
The authors offer those with Bipolar Disorder a four-step plan towards managing the illness and creating lasting stability.
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